Conversations on the cutting edge:
Maximizing Field Day peer-to-peer exchange
Getting producers to participate at Field Days can be a challenge. Time is money, after all.
Putting together a program that benefits producers and their operations is critical.
This year, the staff and organizers involved with
the University of Nebraska’s West Central Research and Extension Center (WCREC)’s summer Field Day made some distinctive formatting
tweaks to the program to add value to this already popular event. Their focus was two-fold: 1)
to encourage peer-to-peer exchange throughout
the day; and 2) to provide a wide range of exposure to information coming from farmers, academics, and the private sector.
“Choose your own adventure” was the theme
of this August 24th, 2017 Field Day. This meant
that by design, the day’s agenda offered multiple ways for attendees to learn. The morning
program kicked off with a stimulating session on
producer involvement, which included a farmer
panel. The morning program was rounded out
with three tracks of in-depth talks focused on
agronomy, economics and water management.
Throughout the afternoon, participants were
offered many opportunities to exchange one-onone, while riding to field and lab tours showcasing
the station’s research, indulging in an ice cream
social, or meeting with tech vendors in the exhibition area.

The program attracted approximately 350 participants including producers, university faculty, staff,
and students and industry reps. These included
32 irrigation and other tech vendor booths (77
individuals) in addition to 8 sponsors/donors that
made monetary donations but did not exhibit.

TAPS update. Featured at this year’s Field Day
was the inaugural season of WCREC’s innovative Testing Ag Performance Solutions program
(TAPS, taps.unl.edu, see article from OWCAP’s
June newsletter). This growing season, TAPS
participants were competing to see who will
achieve the best return on investment and best
nitrogen and water use efficiency for a corn crop.
The competitors’ management decisions were
applied throughout the season on replicated,
randomized plots on one of WCREC’s fields
equipped with a variable rate irrigation (VRI)
pivot.
While the winners of this year’s TAPS competition
won’t be announced until December, the August
Field Day offered a wonderful opportunity to learn
more about the program and tour the TAPS field
site. Field Day attendees got to hear, during a
panel discussion, directly from TAPS participants
about their motivations to take part and about
their experience with the program so far.
Continued on next page

A common theme expressed by TAPS panelists
was their constant focus to learn whatever they
could to improve their operations, particularly with
regard to increasing their return on investment.
“There’s a shift in attitude and focus going on with
more producers now from ‘maximizing yield” to
‘maximizing profit and water use efficiency” said
TAPS participant Jon Walz. Panelists also cited
finding value and potential new insights on how to
make shifts in management on one’s own operation by getting to hear how other producers are
making decisions.

TAPS program co-leader and OWCAP collaborator
Daran Rudnick is looking forward to crunching and
sharing the production data after harvest. Continuous monitoring of the plots using soil and canopy
sensors and aerial imagery throughout the growing
season has already yielded some interesting insights. For example, Figure 1A shows the variability
in canopy temperature measured by Airscout Inc.
on July 19th, 2017. The aerial imagery provides a
snapshot of canopy temperature differences that
can be associated with management practices
and/or variability in field conditions.

With so many emerging technologies and other
potentially successful management strategies
to sort through, the TAPS program offers a lowrisk learning experience to try out new tools and
management techniques—including variable rate
irrigation (Lindsay Corp.), fertigation (Agri-Inject),
and seeding (Precision Planting) technology,
soil water monitoring devices (AquaSpy), aerial
(Airscout) and satellite (FarmersEdge) imagery,
and evapotranspiration instrumentation (Li-COR),
among others (https://taps.unl.edu/sponsors).
TAPS participants also get to engage in extensive
exchange with their fellow competitors, Extension
researchers, and several technology providers
who contributed their services and gear to monitor and provide field data throughout the season.

On the same day, canopy temperature was measured using infrared radiometers mounted on a
mobile sensing platform and the difference between canopy temperature and sensor body temperature was compared with seasonal cumulative
irrigation (Figure 1B). A strong correlation was
observed indicating that differences in irrigation
amount to date has had a strong effect on canopy
temperature. Additional analysis will be conducted
to identify the effects of canopy temperature on
crop growth and yield and to compare canopy temperature to other factors including soil water and
nitrogen status.

During the producer panel discussion, several
TAPS participants shared that their interest in
increasing their water
use efficiency was also
motivated by keen desire
to ensure that irrigation
remained a viable option
for future generations of
Nebraska farmers.
“Making changes in management practices that
are good in the long-term
for the Ogallala aquifer
resource we’re drawing
on is important,” said
producer Jon Walz.

“A main research goal of the TAPS program is to
develop a better understanding of how to interpret
various newly available data sources, so that we
can improve our ability to manage irrigation and
nitrogen fertilizer,” Rudnick said.

Figure 1. Airscout thermal image collected by Ag Valley Coop (A) and canopy temperature minus
sensor body temperature measured by infrared radiometers (IRT) compared against cumulative
irrigation (B) collected on July 19th, 2017 for the 2017 UNL-TAPS Farm Management Competition
held at the West Central Research and extension Center in North Platte, NE. The Farm ID’s (i.e.,
treatments) are identified in the figure.

Cross-state exchange
In another new twist added to the Field Day
program, Rudnick invited several of his collaborators from the USDA-NIFA funded Ogallala Water
Coordinated Agriculture Project (OWCAP) to talk
during the morning’s in-depth classroom learning
sessions. During the groundwater management
track, Chuck West (Texas Tech) presented on
“Stretching the supply of groundwater and making it pay in the Texas South Plains.” Jim Bordovsky (Texas A&M AgriLife) presented on “Deficit
irrigation research and strategies” from the Texas
High Plains. In the economics track, Bill Golden
(Kansas State) presented examples from Kansas in his talk “The economics of conservation”.
For the agronomy session, Meagan Schipanski
(Colorado State and OWCAP co-director) presented on “Cropping system effects on soil water
quality under limited water availability.” Jason
Warren (Oklahoma State) also presented during
that session on “Row placement effects on crop
performance and root growth under subsurface
drip irrigation.”
“Being able to have the specialists from the Ogallala Water CAP visit with our producers, exposing
them to out-of-state experiences and perspectives was great,” Rudnick said. “Our producers
can come to the station and talk to us anytime
they want; they are used to hearing our Field Day
presentations, and are familiar with our groundwater restrictions.”
“While all growers are unique, we are all dealing
with overcoming similar challenges,” Rudnick
continued. “People do really creative things and
they are innovative in terms of how they come

Bill Golden (Kansas State University) sharing
data on economic impacts of water conservation
programs in Kansas.

up with solutions to challenges. And, it’s not too
far-fetched to think that some of the challenges
people are having now elsewhere in the aquifer
region are the ones that we’ll have in the future.”
Cross-state exchange among participants didn’t
end when the Field Day was over. For example,
when Nebraska producer Jason Bode presented
a talk during the agronomy session, OWCAP collaborator Jason Warren, sitting in the audience,
recognized the Oklahoma State University corn
algorithms underlying the Bode family farm’s innovative approach to using NDVI, translating data
from in-field cameras to define fertilizer N application rates fed into their spray controller. Warren related this news to his OSU colleagues, one
of whom followed up with Bode after the Field
Day. This introduction led to a long email backand-forth, with researchers and producers from
Nebraska and Oklahoma getting copied onto the
email thread along the way.

John Heaston from Aquamart (aquamart.org) facilitating the farmer panel discussion on August 24, 2017. Aquamart is a
program initiated by the Nebraska Water Balance Alliance (NEWBA, www.nebraskawaterbalance.com) to link targeted onfarm water management practices to the larger framework of water use, conservation and management across the state.

Learning of this exchange, producer Roric
Paulman, who helped plan and coordinate the
WCREC Field Day (Paulman also serves on the
OWCAP Advisory Board) noted that “producers
are well-educated and just don’t think they have
the time to contribute. Finding the right atmosphere to foster opportunities that lure the ‘Jason
Bode’s’ of the world into being champion communicators is the Extension challenge.”

The Field Day went one step further though, finishing off with something truly unique: an auction to
raise funds to support the TAPS program’s ongoing
activities. There was lot of laughter, hooting and
friendly hollering out, as World champion auctioneer
Kyle Schow took in bets placed on who will come
out on top in this year’s TAPS competition. For the
record, farmer Roric Paulman put his money on
another producer competitor—his son—to win.

In the meantime, Field Day participant and presenter Chuck West, visiting from Texas Tech,
looked forward to figuring out how he might
borrow from the format used during the WCREC
Field Day in his work to help coordinate producer-focused events in the Texas Panhandle. “To
draw people in, it really helps to change things
up,” West noted. “We’re always interested in
learning new ways to encourage peer-to-peer exchange—producers really like to hear from other
producers,” he said.
UNL Extension specialist and Field Day co-coordinator Chuck Burr was happy with how the event
turned out overall. “Today’s producer can’t be the
mechanic and the agronomist and economist anymore,” he said. “Producers have to interact more
than ever in order to make choices about whether
it’s worth their time and money to adopt a new management practice, or use a new service or technology. Burr continued, “Our goal was to get as many
people in to attend in order to see the different technologies on display for themselves and hear what
other producers are doing and thinking about.”
Below: Daran Rudnick (center) talks about the
TAPS program (taps.unl.edu) and other research
with Field Day attendees at UNL’s West Central
Research and Extension Center (WCREC).
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